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Be United, Be Virtuous
Composite Culture and the Growth of
Shirdi Sai Baba Devotion
Karline McLain
ABSTRACT: In one popular devotional poster the Indian god-man
Shirdi Sai Baba (d. 1918) gazes out at the viewer, his right hand raised
in blessing. Behind him are a Hindu temple, a Muslim mosque, a Sikh
gurdwara, and a Christian church; above him is the slogan, “Be United,
Be Virtuous.” In his lifetime, Shirdi Sai Baba acquired a handful of
Hindu and Muslim devotees in western India. Over the past several dec-
ades, he has been transformed from a regional figure into a revered
persona of pan-Indian significance. While much scholarship on reli-
gion in modern India has focused on Hindu nationalist groups, new
religious movements seeking to challenge sectarianism have received
far less attention. Drawing upon primary devotional materials and
ethnographic research, this article argues that one significant reason
for the rapid growth of this movement is Shirdi Sai Baba’s composite
vision of spiritual unity in diversity, construed by many devotees as a
needed corrective to rigid sectarian ideologies.
KEYWORDS: Shirdi Sai Baba, composite culture, Hindu nationalism
I n his 1972 study of the Shirdi Sai Baba movement, Charles Whitereported that Shirdi Sai Baba was “coming to be regarded as amajor incarnation” in Bombay (now Mumbai), where posters of
him were widely displayed and a temple recently had been built. White
predicted that in coming years Sai Baba might “acquire the kind of
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pan-Indian devotion that figures like Sri Aurobindo and Sri Ramakrishna
have.”1 Sai Baba died in 1918 in the village of Shirdi, in the western
Indian state of Maharashtra. During his lifetime he came to be regarded
among a small circle of devotees fromHindu, Muslim and other religious
backgrounds as a sadguru, an enlightened teacher. By the early 1970s,
Shirdi Sai Baba devotion had become a vibrant movement throughout
western and south-central India, including the city of Mumbai. In my
own field research in Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore and Jaipur, I have
witnessed the rise in Shirdi Sai Baba devotion throughout the past
decade, noting the establishment of Shirdi Sai Baba temples and street
shrines in these cities. In Mumbai alone there are now dozens of temples
and hundreds of street shrines to Shirdi Sai Baba, a dramatic increase
over the one templementioned byWhite. The increasing number of tem-
ples throughout India and beyond testifies to the surge in the popularity
of this figure in the last three decades, during which time Shirdi Sai Baba
has indeed acquired a pan-Indian following.2
This article focuses on devotional texts and images3 produced by
the Shirdi Sai Baba movement, and statements made by devotees
during my field research in India to investigate the reasons behind this
new religious movement’s substantial growth over the past several dec-
ades. Marianne Warren posits three reasons for this popularity: 1) the
efficacy of prayer to Shirdi Sai Baba in the form of tangible worldly
results gained by devotees; 2) the proliferation of books and films
about Shirdi Sai Baba since the 1970s; and 3) the declaration of the
popular god-man Sathya Sai Baba (1926–2011) that he was the reincar-
nation of Shirdi Sai Baba.4 All these are significant reasons; however,
I argue that one more must be added to this list.
A primary reason for the transformation of Shirdi Sai Baba from a
regional figure into a revered persona of pan-Indian significance is his
message of the composite nature of Indian culture. The past three
decades have witnessed rampant outbreaks of communal violence in
India, in which Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs and Christians have been tar-
geted.5 In the wake of rising Hindu nationalism and increasingly vocal
and at times violent calls for India to become a Hindu nation, as well as
the rise in Islamic terrorism in major Indian cities, many Indians have
begun working to overcome communal tensions by calling for recogni-
tion of India’s composite culture.
The term “composite culture” most commonly refers to the argu-
ment that Hindus and Muslims are not two completely separate com-
munities; rather, “the unique genius of India worked to evolve, over
the centuries since the coming of Muslims into the Indian subconti-
nent, modes of thinking and living which are a subtle intermixing or
synthesis of the world-views and living habits of Muslims and Hindus.”6
Yet as Kathryn Hansen has argued, too often scholars have either over-
looked efforts to promote composite culture in their focus on sectarian
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movements and media, or presumed that concern with composite
culture is limited to intellectuals and politicians, as the “polemics related
to secular values and pluralism are frequently assumed to be too abstract
or theoretical to figure in everyday life among the population at large.”
This assumption, she states, “requires serious interrogation.”7
The rapid growth of the Shirdi Sai Baba devotional movement
throughout India during the past several decades demonstrates the
powerful appeal of composite culture in the everyday lives of many of
those drawn to it. For a great majority of his newfound devotees, Shirdi
Sai Baba’s life is a prime example of the synthesis of Hinduism and
Islam, and his teachings provide a powerful foil to sectarian visions of
India by calling for a united community that values not only Hindus
and Muslims as equals, but Sikhs, Christians and others as well.
CHALLENGING HINDUTVA WITH A COMPOSITE VISION
Much scholarship on recent Hindu movements has focused on the
rise of Hindu nationalist groups and the interconnections between reli-
gion and politics in colonial and postcolonial India. Hindu nationalism
is an anti-secular movement asserting that Hinduism is the national
religion and culture of India. A foundational definition of Hindutva,
or Hinduness, was set forth in 1923 by V. D. Savarkar, who argued that
a Hindu was anyone who regarded India as both motherland and holy
land.8 Thus, adherents of indigenous religious traditions, such as Hin-
duism, Sikhism, Jainism and Buddhism, can be considered Hindus, but
not Indian Muslims and Christians, who regard places outside of India
(such as Mecca or Jerusalem) as their holy lands. Furthermore, accord-
ing to Savarkar, India should be recognized as a Hindu land and
governed accordingly.
Throughout the twentieth century, a handful of powerful Hindu
nationalist groups arose that are collectively known as the Sangh
Parivar (Family of Associations). Prominent among these are the Hindu
Mahasabha, founded in 1915; the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS),
founded in 1925; and the Vishva Hindu Parishad (VHP), founded in
1964. In 1980 the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) was formed as a Hindu
nationalist political party to oppose the pro-secular Congress Party,
which had dominated Indian politics since independence in 1947.
The BJP has gained a substantial following among the Indian middle
classes. It won the majority of seats in national elections in 1996, 1998
and 1999, but it was defeated by the Congress Party in 2004 and 2009.9
Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the BJP and other Sangh Parivar
groups employed a range of tactics that drew upon Hindu religious sym-
bolism in the effort to unify and mobilize a large voting bloc. One such
tactic was the 1990 chariot procession (rath yatra) from Somnath to
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Ayodhya coordinated by the BJP and VHP. This procession wound
throughout northern India for over a month, and culminated in the city
of Ayodhya in Uttar Pradesh state, said to be the site of the prehistoric
kingdom of Rama, an incarnation of the Hindu god Vishnu. Within
Ayodhya, the final destination was the Babri Masjid, a mosque built in
the early sixteenth century by the Mughal Emperor Babar. Organizers
of this procession claimed the mosque had been built atop the ruins
of a Hindu temple marking the very birthplace of Lord Rama after
Babar ordered his Muslim henchman to tear it down.
Richard H. Davis has argued that the procession’s message was two-
fold, according to the intentions of its two organizing groups: for the
VHP, the message was “religious, allusive, militant, masculine, and
anti-Muslim”; for the BJP, the message was “political, realistic, and
ostensibly inclusive, offering as an alternative opponent not Muslims
as such, but the ‘pseudo-secularists’ who practice the ‘politics of appea-
sement’ on behalf of Muslims and other minorities.”10 While the VHP
sought to unite Hindus against Muslims, the BJP sought to unite Hin-
dus against the current Congress Party government. Together, in the
procession they utilized widespread devotion to Lord Rama among
Hindus in northern India, and drew upon ritual traditions to mobilize
a national Hindu identity.
Despite sectarian rioting that ensued in the wake of this procession,
the BJP won the state elections in Uttar Pradesh and nearly doubled its
share of the national vote in 1991 to emerge as India’s largest opposi-
tion party.11 On 6 December 1992 the VHP and BJP organized a rally
in Ayodhya that resulted in the demolition of the Babri Masjid.
Throughout the 1990s and into the twenty-first century, the campaign
to (re)build the Ramjanmabhoomi (Rama’s birthplace) temple has
been a central component of Hindu nationalist politics.12
In tandem with the academic focus on Hindu nationalism, scholars
of Indian visual culture have examined the connections between the
ubiquitous “god posters” found in India and Hindutva sentiments.
Devotional god posters began to emerge in India in the late nine-
teenth century with the arrival of the lithographic press. These mass-
produced images were accessible to Indians in the lower and middle
classes, and became widely popular in home-based Hindu ritual puja
(worship) practices.13 Christopher Pinney has documented in detail
the relationship between devotional images and Hindu nationalist,
anti-secular politics in pre- and post-independent India in his study
of the lithographs produced by Ravi Varma Press, Calcutta Art Studio,
and Poona Chitrashala Press. He argues that the relationship between
Hindu nationalist politics and images in postcolonial India is not a new
development but a continuation of an earlier trend: “Seen in the light
of this history one is struck by the powerful continuities in practice: the
ubiquity of images of the Ram mandir [temple] recalls the ubiquity of
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Cow Protection images [of the 1890s].”14 In her study of patriotic god
posters depicting Mother India as the Hindu mother goddess of the
nation, Sumathi Ramaswamy has similarly noted continuity throughout
the twentieth century in the theme of the Hindu martyr who “is willing
to surrender life and limb to the Indian national territory, much in the
manner of Bhagat, Gandhi, and possibly Indira.”15
During the 1980s and 1990s as the BJP and VHP focused on Ayod-
hya, they issued new posters of the Hindu god Rama. Anuradha Kapur
has argued that these posters entail an iconographic shift in images of
Rama from a smooth-limbed, soft-bodied, tranquil deity to one who is
“exercised, determined, ready to punish.”16 She discusses in detail an
image produced by the VHP (and widely copied) in connection with
its Ramjanmabhoomi temple-building campaign. In this image an
angry Rama stands against a backdrop of dark clouds while the wind
whips his hair and saffron loincloth. With his heavily muscled arms
he holds a bow and arrow at the ready, prepared to face the coming
storm, whatever it may be. He towers above a temple, beneath which
is printed in Hindi, “The proposed Shri Ram Temple at Shri Ram’s
birthplace in Ayodhya.”17
Commenting on such Hindu nationalist imagery, Gwilym Becker-
legge writes that the “promotion by the Hindu Right of Hindu mytho-
logical symbols as symbols of Indian nationhood may prove alienating
to the sizeable number of Indians who are not Hindus, and offensive to
those Hindus for whom the ideals of an inclusive secular state remain
beacons of hope.”18 Indeed, it is in this context that the rapid spread
of the Shirdi Sai Baba devotional movement during the past several
decades must be understood. One widely printed devotional poster
of Shirdi Sai Baba presents a very different vision of the nation for
those alienated or offended by Hindutva and other sectarian move-
ments [see Figure 1]. In a manner standard of the god poster genre,
Shirdi Sai Baba is presented in a frontal position in the center of the
image. His eyes make direct contact with viewers, blessing them with
his gaze, while an auspicious ray of yellow light emanates from his
hand raised towards viewers. Behind him, four buildings fill the back-
ground: in the upper-right corner is a Hindu temple, and beneath that
is a Muslim mosque; a Sikh gurdwara is in the upper-left corner, and
beneath that is a Christian church. Across the top of the poster,
printed in the orange, white and green of the Indian flag, reads the
Hindi slogan, Ek Bano, Nek Bano—“Be United, Be Virtuous.”19 Thus,
as W. J. T. Mitchell suggests we should inquire of images,20 if one were
to ask, “What does this picture want?” one must reply: It wants all
Indians to look at it—not just Hindus, but also Muslims, Sikhs and
Christians. Furthermore, it wants all Indians to be transformed by
this act of looking at Shirdi Sai Baba into unified, virtuous citizens of
the nation.
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In its inclusive vision, this image provides an alternative to Hindu
nationalist images in two interconnected ways. First, instead of presenting
an exclusively Hindu nation closed to Muslims and other minorities, it
depicts multiple faith communities as equals under the national tricolor
flag. Second, this vision of Indianness is not premised on acts of violent
martyrdom for a bloodthirsty Mother India, or on destructive virility for
an angry Lord Rama, but instead on acts of virtue and the union of all
Indians under the tranquil blessing of Shirdi Sai Baba.
THE LIFE AND AFTERLIFE OF SHIRDI SAI BABA
Little is known with historical certainty of Shirdi Sai Baba’s early
years. He was born circa 1838, but the exact location of his birth and
the identity of his parents are not documented. Details of his religious
upbringing are also unknown, as is even his original name, for “Sai
Baba” is an appellation meaning “saintly father.”21 What is known of
his life and teachings dates to the time he settled in the small village
of Shirdi, in the western Indian state of Maharashtra, circa 1858, after
Figure 1. Shirdi Sai Baba’s message to “Be United, Be Virtuous.” Poster purchased at
and reprinted with the permission of Sharma Fine Arts, Mumbai.
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spending several years as an itinerant holy man. Assuming him to be a
Muslim fakir due to his white robe and headwrap, the Hindu priest of
the Khandoba temple turned Sai Baba away when he sought refuge
there, pointing him instead to the nearby mosque. Sai Baba eventually
made the dilapidated mosque known as Dwarkamai his abode, and
remained in Shirdi for the next sixty years until his death in 1918.22
By the final years of his life, Sai Baba had acquired a number of
followers in Shirdi and the surrounding area, who were drawn to his
reputation for possessing miraculous powers, especially the ability to
grant offspring to childless couples and heal illnesses, and to his teach-
ings from the Bhagavad Gita and the Quran. These early followers
were male and female, high caste and low, Hindu and Muslim. Since
his death, these and later followers have produced a wide range of
devotional materials about his life and teachings.
My focus in this essay is on three types of devotional material:
published hagiographies and testimonial memoirs; printed photo-
graphs and god posters; and oral histories of devotees collected during
my field research in India in 2007–2008. To a scholar seeking to con-
struct a critical historical biography of a revered figure like Shirdi Sai
Baba, such devotional materials can be challenging due to their blend-
ing of fact, myth and legend; but they are incredibly valuable resources
for charting the growth of this devotional movement over the past
century, and for understanding the reasons behind Shirdi Sai Baba’s
appeal to his newfound devotees.23 Together, these devotional materi-
als reiterate a common message central to this movement’s growth:
Shirdi Sai Baba is an active presence working to bring peace to his indi-
vidual devotees and to the nation of India and beyond through his
composite vision of spiritual unity in diversity.
Hagiographies and Testimonial Memoirs
Perhaps the most authoritative source on Shirdi Sai Baba’s life
for his devotees is the Shri Sai Satcharita, a hagiography composed
in Marathi by one of his early followers, “Hemadpant” Govind
R. Dabholkar (1859–1929). Dabholkar came from a Hindu Brahmin
family in Thane District, Maharashtra, and worked as a Resident
Magistrate in Bandra (now a suburb of Mumbai). He records in the
Shri Sai Satcharita how he first met Sai Baba in 1910. At the repeated
behest of his friends,24 Dabholkar finally agreed to visit Shirdi. He
confesses that the recent death of a dear friend’s only son had him
pondering dejectedly the uselessness of holy men in the face of karmic
destiny, asking, “Why go to Shirdi at all?” and “What can a guru do
before destiny?”25 However, upon arriving in Shirdi Dabholkar imme-
diately felt transformed: “As I alighted from the tonga [carriage], my
heart was so full of eagerness for Baba’s darshan [auspicious sight],
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that I could hardly wait to fall at his feet! Waves of joy surged up in
my heart!”26 Dabholkar describes in detail the impact of his first vision
of Shirdi Sai Baba, writing of it as the highlight of his life: “Never
before had I heard of or seen Baba’s comely figure. Seeing it now,
my eyes were calmed; hunger, thirst, everything was forgotten; all
senses stood still . . .. Sai’s kindly glance destroyed the sins accumu-
lated over past births and gave rise to the hope that his holy feet will
bring me eternal joy.”27
In 1916, after spending several years in the company of Sai Baba
and his close circle of followers whenever his work schedule permitted,
Dabholkar retired from government service and asked Sai Baba for
permission to write his biography. Sai Baba consented to this request,
announcing to Dabholkar and the others present:
Make a collection of all the authentic stories, experiences, conversations
and talks, etc. It is better to keep a record. He has my full support. He is
but the instrument; I myself will write my own story . . .. Listening to my
stories, narrating them to others in a kirtan [chanted verses of praise],
contemplating on them will propagate love and devotion for me, which
will destroy ignorance, instantly. Wherever there is faith and devotion
together, I remain enslaved forever.28
This passage begins to suggest the significance of the Shri Sai Satcharita
for devotees of Shirdi Sai Baba, for whom the words in this book are no
mere recollection of Sai Baba’s lessons and deeds as scribed by one of
his early followers; instead they are the words of Sai Baba, written by
Sai Baba himself after his death in 1918 through the medium of a cho-
sen devotee. Furthermore, the stories are a primary form of devotional
expression for Sai Baba’s followers, who are instructed to read or listen
and share them with others. Finally, in reading or listening, devotees
continue to interact with Shirdi Sai Baba, who remains accessible—
even enslaved—to them despite the fact that he is no longer embodied
in human form.
The Shri Sai Satcharita comprises fifty-three chapters and contains
within it Dabholkar’s account of his own interactions with Sai Baba
in Shirdi; a biographical account of Sai Baba’s lifetime, focusing on
his time in Shirdi; philosophical discussions of the nature of Sai Baba,
his mission on Earth, and the greatness of the guru; ritual discussions
of the importance of darshan and udi (sacred ash); spontaneous
expositions given by Sai Baba on sacred scripture such as the Bhagavad
Gita and the Isha Upanishad; stories of Sai Baba’s many leelas (miracu-
lous acts); and stories of the conversion experiences of many fellow
devotees in Dabholkar’s circle.
A recurring lesson encountered in these stories is Shirdi Sai Baba’s
all-pervasiveness and accessibility. One example is found in the story of
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Balaram Mankar, a widower who went to Shirdi and became one of
Sai Baba’s followers. One day Sai Baba commanded Mankar to leave
Shirdi and travel to Machchindergad to undertake meditative austeri-
ties. Mankar despaired of leaving Sai Baba and asked him, “What will
I do there—where I cannot even have your darshan?” But he was a
devout follower, so he bowed at Sai Baba’s feet and left. Upon reaching
Machchindergad, he promptly sat down to meditate. Suddenly, he
experienced the darshan of Sai Baba. Dabholkar writes that this experi-
ence of meditative darshan was so strong that Mankar was able not only
to see and be seen by Sai Baba, but also to communicate with him.
Mankar asked why Sai Baba had sent him there, to which Sai Baba
replied:
While in Shirdi, many notions, many doubts assailed your mind . . .. For
you I did not exist outside Shirdi and apart from this abode [i.e. body],
three-and-a-half cubits in length, which is made up of layer upon layer
of a mixture of the five elements, like the earth, water, etc. But I, whom
you see here and now, am the same as the one there.”29
The lesson to be learned from this story is that Shirdi Sai Baba is
not limited to a single place or time; he is all-pervasive, and with the
proper devotional mindset he is accessible to his followers anytime,
anywhere.
Marianne Warren has pointed out the Hindu gloss Dabholkar gives
to Shirdi Sai Baba when seeking to explain his all-pervasiveness in the
Shri Sai Satcharita, noting that Dabholkar was largely unfamiliar with
Islam and Sufism, and therefore was “inspired merely to record what
he saw, and when he did not understand the enigmatic mystic, he
would rationalize sayings and events in conformity with his own reli-
gious background.”30 In the seventh chapter entitled “What was Sai
Baba?” we can see Dabholkar struggling to understand Shirdi Sai
Baba’s religious identity:
If considered a Hindu, he looked like a Muslim; and if a Muslim, he
exhibited all the qualities of a good Hindu. Who, even with all his
proficiency and learning, can describe such an extraordinary Avatar?
No one could trace in the least, whether he was a Hindu or Muslim,
for his conduct towards both these was always the same . . .. If a Muslim,
his ears were pierced; but if a Hindu, his circumcision proved it to be
otherwise. Neither a Hindu nor a Muslim—such was this Sai, the very
incarnation of sanctity. If he is called a Hindu, he always lived in the
mosque, and if he is called a Muslim, the fire burns day and night in
the mosque.31
Here, in his reference to Shirdi Sai Baba as an avatar or incarnation of
God on Earth, we can witness Dabholkar processing Shirdi Sai Baba
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through his own Hindu filter, for Hindu theology, unlike Islamic
theology, accepts that God descends to Earth in human incarnations at
different historical moments. Yet, despite his usage of Hindu terminol-
ogy, we see that Dabholkar nonetheless maintains that Shirdi Sai Baba
is “neither a Hindu nor a Muslim,” but both.
Throughout the Shri Sai Satcharita this lesson of Shirdi Sai Baba’s
composite identity is paired with the lesson of his all-pervasiveness
and accessibility. It is this, in addition to Sai Baba’s efficacious miracles,
that is central to the appeal of this figure to Dabholkar, for whom Sai
Baba is available to help any and all attain spiritual peace and commu-
nal unity. He praises Shirdi Sai Baba in this chapter in particular for
treating equally all who came to see him, whether Hindu or Muslim,
high caste or low; for conjoining Hindu and Muslim festivals to resolve
a dispute between the two religious communities in Shirdi; and for
generally transcending sectarian differences during a time when the
nation needed to unite in the effort to obtain home rule from the colo-
nial power.
Several other contemporary devotees also wrote memoirs of their
experiences with Shirdi Sai Baba during his final years, including
G. S. Khaparde, Das Ganu, and Abdul Baba.32 The memoir of Abdul
Baba, a Muslim who spent many years in Shirdi with Sai Baba and
tended his tomb after his death, is significant as a counterpoint to
Dabholkar’s work, for in it he describes Sai Baba not as an avatar,
but as a Sufi master or murshid. Yet, despite his usage of Muslim termi-
nology in his own effort to come to terms with Shirdi Sai Baba, we
see that he, like Dabholkar, maintains that Shirdi Sai Baba is both
Hindu and Muslim: “Sai Baba embodies the Vedas, as also Allah. We
give Sai Baba all honours respectfully saluting and bowing before
him. Sai Baba operates on two planes, in Shirdi and all over the world.
Sai Baba is Supreme in both the present world and the next. The
whole universe is vibrant with Sai Baba.”33 Like Dabholkar, Abdul
Baba was drawn to Shirdi Sai Baba’s composite nature and his all-
pervasiveness.
By the time of his death in 1918, Shirdi Sai Baba’s name was known
throughout Ahmednagar District, Maharashtra, and had been carried
by devotees to the cities of Bombay and Pune and several surrounding
districts. His devotees were predominantly Hindu, but visitors to Shirdi
in his final years continued to include Muslims as well as several
Christians and Parsis. After his death, these devotees continued to
share the Shri Sai Satcharita and other devotional memoirs of Shirdi
Sai Baba with each new generation.
Throughout the twentieth century, Shirdi Sai Baba devotion
remained essentially a regional movement based in Maharashtra
and south-central India. But during the past several decades—at the
same time that Hindu nationalism has gained a widespread foothold
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among the middle classes—there has been a significant rise in Shirdi
Sai Baba devotion throughout urban India, accompanied by a sub-
stantial body of testimonial memoir literature produced by these
newfound devotees, who are drawn to Shirdi Sai Baba’s composite
nature and who seek to testify to his all-pervasiveness and continued
accessibility beyond the grave by sharing their personal experiences
with him.34
C. B. Satpathy, who was raised in a Hindu family and is a retired
police officer in New Delhi, has written of his calling to Shirdi Sai Baba
in his 2001 testimonial memoir, Shirdi Sai Baba and Other Perfect Masters.
Like Dabholkar before him, Satpathy describes in detail his initial skep-
ticism in undertaking his first trip to Shirdi in the mid-1980s, as well as
the great impact his vision of Sai Baba there had upon him. Satpathy
similarly describes this moment as the highlight of his life, explaining
that this darshan experience allowed him to begin developing “Sai con-
sciousness,” by realizing that he is intimately intertwined with the all-
pervasive Shirdi Sai Baba:
One look at His face filled me with a strange joy I had never known
before. His face was so sublime and so familiar, as if an old memory
of a childhood friend had suddenly come back to life. I hurtled back
some seventy-two years in time. I was back to the Shirdi Baba’s days.
He was the same and very much there. Divine glory poured forth from
His face, from every pore of His body. He appeared to gaze at me.
There was a hint of a smile at the corner of His lips. What is happening
to you, I asked myself? The inner voice echoed—this is the moment for
which you have been waiting since your birth. A strange sense of separa-
tion and also reunion swept over me like giant tidal waves in succession.
Everything felt so divine.35
For Satpathy, this experience of Shirdi Sai Baba’s presence was life-
changing. While in Shirdi, he accepted Sai Baba as his sadguru and
undertook a vow to serve him by having 108 Shirdi Sai Baba temples
built throughout India to spread this devotional movement. He estab-
lished one of the most prominent organizations currently working to
spread Shirdi Sai Baba’s message, the Shri Shirdi Sai Heritage Founda-
tion Trust in New Delhi. When the 108th temple was completed,
Satpathy decided that although he had fulfilled his vow he still had
much work to do. Today, through the Trust, he has built more than
200 temples throughout India and has been instrumental in the recent
globalization of the Shirdi Sai Baba devotional movement, with the
completion of temples in Australia, New Zealand, Malaysia, Singapore
and North America.36
Aside from the intimate, personal connection Satpathy felt with
Sai Baba upon visiting Shirdi, he was also drawn to Shirdi Sai Baba’s
composite identity and teachings. Satpathy understands Shirdi Sai
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Baba as the latest in a long line of enlightened teachers from across
the world’s religions:
Even in ancient times the Sadgurus came on this earth as the Hindu
rishis [sages] like Kapila, Vasistha, Suka, Vishwamitra, Bharadwaj and
Dattatreya. In other countries they came as Hermes, Enoch, Orpheus
and others. They reincarnated as Abraham, Zoroaster, Moses, Buddha,
Christ, Prophet Mohammad, Adi Shankara and many others in differ-
ent countries and at different times.37
Thus, according to Satpathy, Shirdi Sai Baba devotion cannot be
classified as either Hindu or Muslim. Like many devotees, he prefers to
speak of this devotional movement as a spiritual movement rather than
a religious movement; he believes that religious traditions are too often
exclusive and divisive, while spiritual movements are all-inclusive and
unifying. Whereas religious traditions are a source of conflict throughout
the world, Satpathy views the Shirdi Sai Baba spiritual movement as the
solution for the problems of the twenty-first century:
Today, when India and the whole world is torn asunder with religious
conflicts, communal strife and armed clashes, the stream of compassion
of the great humanist Shri Sai is yet flowing unabatedly . . .. The grow-
ing multitude of Sai devotees signals that the historic Sai movement
would establish in the coming century, “peace and amity” in India
and abroad. Shri Sai is the incarnation of the age and therefore faith
in Him is bound to spread with far-reaching consequences in the
future. Only time will prove this.38
Photographs and Posters
In addition to the Shri Sai Satcharita and other devotional texts,
another authoritative source on Shirdi Sai Baba’s life for devotees is
the handful of photographs taken during his lifetime.39 These photo-
graphs are significant for several reasons. First, for devotees living after
1918, they stand as historical proof that Shirdi Sai Baba lived recently
in his embodied form. Discussing another nineteenth-century Indian
holy man, Ramakrishna Paramahamsa (1836–1886), Gwilym Becker-
legge writes that photographs of such historical figures have “gener-
ated in some devotees a greater confidence in the historicity of their
own tradition,” because the “details of the lives and teachings of the
nineteenth- and twentieth-century Hindu religious personalities have
been anchored in time and space in a way in which, say, the deeds of
Ganesha and even Krishna have not.”40 Some Shirdi Sai Baba devotees
question the factuality of centuries-old religious scriptures, but take
comfort in the Shri Sai Satcharita because they have visual evidence of
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Sai Baba’s existence. Other devotees feel that Shirdi Sai Baba, as a
modern Indian whose presence has been captured by modern tech-
nology, will better understand their current trials and tribulations,
because he lived more recently than the incarnate gods or prophets
of long ago.
Second, these photographs make it possible for devotees to interact
ritually with Shirdi Sai Baba. Photographs of him looking directly into
the camera allow for an exchange of glances to take place, wherein the
devotee gazes at Shirdi Sai Baba and he in turn gazes back. This visual
exchange, darshan, is central to Hindu ritual practice, for through it
Hindus convey their devotion to the god, who is understood to be pre-
sent in the image, and in turn they receive the god’s blessing.41 This
overlaps with the Sufi baraka, the “blessing power,” believed to emanate
from a Sufi saint’s tomb or image.42 Thus, given Shirdi Sai Baba’s les-
son that he is all-pervasive and ever-accessible to all of his devotees hav-
ing the proper devotional mindset, such images are ritually significant,
not only to those from a Hindu background but also to some from
Islamic and other religious backgrounds.
Finally, these photographs serve as the inspiration behind popular
images of Shirdi Sai Baba that are now ubiquitous in every Indian city:
stickers depicting his face adhere to taxis and rickshaws; posters of him
are worshiped in home altars and at modest street shrines; and large
temples featuring expensive paintings and statues of Sai Baba have
been built recently or are under construction. These images testify to
his transformation from a little-known regional figure into a highly rev-
ered persona of pan-Indian significance. These devotional prints pro-
vide another valuable resource, in addition to devotional texts, for
charting the growth of this devotional movement and for understand-
ing the significance of Shirdi Sai Baba’s composite nature to his new-
found devotees.
In his study of Ramakrishna, Beckerlegge points out that posters
and other devotional images are largely dependent upon three of
the five extant photographs taken during his lifetime, resulting in the
usage of widely recognized stock poses in the depiction of this figure.
Like Ramakrishna, popular devotional images of Shirdi Sai Baba are
largely dependent upon photographs. This poster [Figure 2], for
instance, is widely reprinted and can be found in home shrines and
street temples throughout India. It is a simple close-up image of Shirdi
Sai Baba gazing out at the viewer while wearing a headwrap alternately
colored red, pink, saffron, green or white, depending upon the pub-
lisher’s whim or clientele base. The line of his beard, the ear sticking
out from under the headscarf, the lines around his eyes—all are realis-
tic details modeled on the photograph. Here the eyes occupy the cen-
ter of the image, drawing the viewer’s focus in for a visual exchange of
glances. In the top corners of the image are two Hindi words, shraddha
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(faith) and saburi (patience), meant to remind devotees of the two
qualities he sought in them. Without the addition of any narrative
details of Shirdi Sai Baba’s life, or any didactic text or visual symbols, this
image stands apart from Figure 1, which was based on the same photo-
graph, in its lack of an explicit message aside from the devotional call.
Like the devotional texts that circulate in this movement, devo-
tional posters demonstrate that as a sadguru, Shirdi Sai Baba’s life
and teachings can mean many things to many people. To begin explor-
ing the range of meanings, I want to compare and contrast two posters
side-by-side. The first [Figure 3] presents Shirdi Sai Baba seated on a
rock, his right leg crossed over his left knee and his right hand raised
in blessing. As in the other posters, he is presented frontally and gazing
directly at the viewer, modeled upon the earlier headshot photograph
of him, but with the addition of a halo encircling his head. His begging
cup sits at his feet, and he wears a simple robe and headwrap, both the
saffron color worn by Hindu holy men. A pastoral background unfolds
behind him: stars shine in the evening sky, a calm river glides by
forested plains, and a Hindu temple sits on the opposite riverbank.
The second poster [Figure 4] presents Shirdi Sai Baba standing, his
Figure 2. Devotional poster of Shirdi Sai Baba modeled on a photograph. Poster
purchased at and reprinted with the permission of Sharma Fine Arts, Mumbai.
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right hand raised with his index finger pointing towards the heavens.
Again, he is presented frontally gazing directly at the viewer, again with
the addition of a halo encircling his head. He is dressed simply, but
here his robe, headwrap and shawl are the green and white colors
worn by Muslim holy men. Again, a pastoral scene unfolds behind
him: the sky is clear blue and the trees are flowering, a lotus-filled river
flows down from the mountain range looming in the background, cat-
tle graze upon the grass, and a mosque sits on the opposite riverbank.
These posters point towards the possibility for two very different
understandings of Shirdi Sai Baba, as a Hindu holy man (avatar or
sadhu) or Muslim holy man (murshid or fakir). Figure 3 and variations
of it, including posters that depict the gods Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva
in the heavens smiling down at Sai Baba, or Dattatreya in the back-
ground behind him, are typically used by devotees from a Hindu back-
ground, while Figure 4 and variations of it are typically used by
devotees from a Muslim background. But when paired side-by-side,
these posters point toward yet another possible understanding of
Shirdi Sai Baba—that he is Muslim by day and Hindu by night; Muslim
when dressed in green and Hindu when dressed in saffron; Muslim
Figure 3. Shirdi Sai Baba as a Hindu holy man. Poster purchased at and reprinted
with the permission of Sharma Fine Arts, Mumbai.
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when standing and Hindu when seated; Muslim when in the mountains
and Hindu when on the plains; Muslim when at a mosque and Hindu
when at a temple. Taken together, these posters point toward the recon-
ciliation of opposites in a syncretic understanding of Shirdi Sai Baba as
neither Hindu nor Muslim, but both.
Reflecting this composite understanding of Shirdi Sai Baba as a
sadguru is a phrase regularly cited by devotees and printed on numer-
ous devotional posters: Sabka Malik Ek, or “Everyone’s Lord is One.”
One such popular poster depicts him seated, wearing a white robe,
gazing out at the viewer. Above him are four religious symbols: Muslim
crescent moon, Hindu Om, Sikh Ik-Onkar, and Christian cross. Behind
Sai Baba’s glowing halo is a large hand, with the index finger pointing
upwards to the heavens. Beneath Sai Baba, in bold Devanagari print,
the phrase Sabka Malik Ek brings the message home: “Everyone’s Lord
is One.” All paths lead to the One God.
In other posters this message is combined with a list of the “Eleven
Sayings” or assurances Shirdi Sai Baba is said to havemade to his devotees
[Figure 5]. In this image, the phrase Sabka Malik Ek is printed at the top
center. Under it, Shirdi Sai Baba occupies half the space, standing on
Figure 4. Shirdi Sai Baba as a Muslim holy man. Poster purchased at and reprinted
with the permission of Sharma Fine Arts, Mumbai.
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the left side with his index finger pointing to the heavens and his eyes gaz-
ing out at the viewer. Occupying the right half are the “Eleven Sayings”
stressing that Shirdi Sai Baba remains “ever active and vigorous” in his
afterlife, and reinforcing the belief that he continues to guide all devotees
who approach him with true love and devotion to God, no matter their
particular religious upbringing.43
Other posters present Shirdi Sai Baba as a syncretic figure in a differ-
ent manner, by suggesting he has transcended religious boundaries alto-
gether [Figure 6]. Here, in a poster based on another extant photograph,
Shirdi Sai Baba is seated comfortably on the ground with his right leg
folded up, his right arm resting atop his knee, and his right hand raised
in a gesture of blessing as he gazes directly at the viewer. He wears a tat-
tered robe and a headwrap and, significantly, he is dressed in white. This
sartorial color-coding marks him as neither specifically Hindu (saffron)
nor Muslim (green). This devotional poster also lacks other religious
symbols—there is no Om, no Ik-Onkar, no crescent moon, no cross. Shirdi
Sai Baba is presented once again in a pastoral scene, as in Figures 3
and 4, but here there is neither temple nor mosque. Smriti Srinivas has
described this type of devotional image of Sai Baba as a “mobile signifier
of holiness,” which is not grounded in a particular locality or history, in
Figure 5. Shirdi Sai Baba’s Eleven Sayings. Poster purchased at and reprinted with the
permission of Sharma Fine Arts, Mumbai.
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contrast to images that document Sai Baba’s historical presence in
specific places and times.44 I would add that devotional images of this
type also are not grounded in a particular religious tradition, which
makes them appealing to devotees who interpret Shirdi Sai Baba as a
spiritual figure who is beyond religious boundaries.
A final type of devotional poster I will consider here is a montage
depicting five images of Shirdi Sai Baba, some based on photos taken
during his lifetime, and others based on the murtis (statues) that are
the focus of ritual worship by pilgrims in Shirdi [Figure 7]. Images fea-
turing these murtis are often purchased as souvenirs for use on home
altars after returning from pilgrimage, or as gifts for family and friends
unable to make the pilgrimage. But posters like this one featuring mul-
tiple Sai Babas within one devotional image can work also to remind
devotees of the simultaneous multiplicity and singularity of Shirdi Sai
Baba, by suggesting that he is both in Shirdi and elsewhere, both on
Earth and in the heavens, both an embodied human being and an
all-pervasive disembodied presence. In this way, they present a possible
reading of Shirdi Sai Baba as neither Hindu nor Muslim, by pointing
toward a monistic interpretation of him as the all-pervasive essence
Figure 6. Shirdi Sai Baba as neither a Hindu nor a Muslim. Poster purchased at and
reprinted with the permission of Sharma Fine Arts, Mumbai.
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of the universe and everything within it. Devotees familiar with the
Shri Sai Satcharita may call to mind such statements as, “The mystical
symbol ‘OM’ is expressive of me, and I alone, am the subject of that
expression! Many are the things in this manifested Universe. But even
these are all filled with me. Thus, where there is nothing different
from the Self, what can one desire? I alone, pervade all the places in
all the ten quarters of the Universe.”45
Also relevant here is Abdul Baba’s statement, “Sai Baba operates on
two planes, in Shirdi and all over the world. Sai Baba is Supreme in both
the present world and the next. The whole universe is vibrant with Sai
Baba.”46 In this understanding, it is insignificant whether one is Hindu
or Muslim, for the monistic stance insists that such distinctions are ulti-
mately illusory: “To one, who sees only the Divine Spirit in the perceiver,
the object of perception and the act of perceiving, all are equal—a
Brahmin [Hindu] or a Pathan [Muslim], or anyone else.”47
Oral Histories of Devotees
The final type of devotional material examined here is the collec-
tion of statements made by devotees during my interviews with them
Figure 7. Montage of Shirdi Sai Baba images. Poster purchased at and reprinted with
the permission of Sharma Fine Arts, Mumbai.
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about what Shirdi Sai Baba means to them and why they were drawn to
this movement. Like the devotional texts and images, these conversa-
tions confirm that the meaning of Shirdi Sai Baba as a sadguru is inter-
preted with considerable flexibility.
I encountered many devotees from a Hindu background who
described Shirdi Sai Baba as an incarnation of one of the Hindu
gods—some held him to be an avatar of Shiva, some of Vishnu, and
some of Dattatreya. As an elderly caretaker of a small street shrine in
central Mumbai explained to me:
Baba is the incarnation of Dattatreya. You see, Dattatreya was born long
ago as the combined incarnation of Brahma the creator, Vishnu the
preserver, and Shiva the destroyer to fulfill some vow and make things
right. Always when an incarnation happens it is because the God is
needed here on Earth, because things are in very bad shape.48
Similarly, I encountered a number of devotees with Muslim back-
grounds who described Shirdi Sai Baba as a fakir. In the Dharavi settle-
ment in Mumbai, one young Muslim man at a small shrine explained
Sai Baba to me this way: “He is just like the Prophet was. He taught that
Allah is One, he taught that we are all children of Allah, he was kind
and fed the poor whatever food he had. He knows our struggles. Some-
times I think that he must be the Prophet Muhammad reborn for us
now, here.”49
Finally, a Sikh woman at a Shirdi Sai Baba temple in New Delhi
explained that she understood Sai Baba in light of Sikh teachings
about the guru as someone who shows the pathway to God.
Baba is the guru, who leads us to God. Each person will understand
him a little differently, because each person is unique, each person
comes from a different background. But he leads us to the same Truth,
the same God. I personally believe he is the reincarnation of Kabir.
When you read the Shri Sai Satcharita, you will see, there are so many
similarities between Kabir’s verses and Baba’s.50
Here she refers to Kabir, the fifteenth-century mystic-poet regarded as
a saint by Hindus, Muslims and Sikhs, and who composed devotional
songs to the unmanifest (nirguna) god whom he called both Ram
(after the Hindu god Rama) and Rahim (one of the 99 Muslim names
for Allah).51
This lack of consistency in interpreting the sadguru concept with
regard to Shirdi Sai Baba could be a source of tension within this move-
ment, and indeed tensions have flared occasionally, as when the com-
munity of devotees in Shirdi had to decide what to do with Sai Baba’s
body upon his death, or over the initial decision to install a white marble
statue of Sai Baba at Shirdi.52 Yet, the lack of consistency is a source of
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tremendous appeal to many who are drawn to this movement, such as
the Sikh woman described above, because they can interpret Sai Baba
from within the familiar categories of their own religious tradition, even
while recognizing that other religious traditions provide equally worthy
doors into the ultimate reality, and that Sai Baba is available to all to
help open those doors.
Thus my conversations with devotees confirm another theme found
in devotional texts and images: Shirdi Sai Baba’s composite identity is
one of the most important reasons for the appeal of this movement
to his newfound devotees. An example of this can be seen in the state-
ment made by one devotee in Bangalore about why she began to make
regular visits to a Shirdi Sai Baba temple. She explained the emotional
connection she feels to Shirdi Sai Baba, commenting that images of
him serve to remind her that he is still present and emotionally avail-
able to his devotees, although he is no longer in bodily form:
Sai Baba calms me when I am feeling some fear, or some anxiety. If I
am worrying about some problem or difficulty, then he comes to me.
He calms me that way. I will see him always when I am anxious. I may
be riding in an autorickshaw, and he will suddenly appear on some
sign, or on another rickshaw, with a saying under him like, “Don’t
worry, be happy,” or “No fear, I’m here.”53
She felt that because Shirdi Sai Baba had lived so recently he could
understand her human travails better than the Hindu god she was
raised with.
Shiva is my god, but Sai Baba is my guru. That means he is the one I
can talk to about anything . . .. He can understand human problems
better than Shiva because he was flesh and blood, he lived recently.
So he knows human problems, he can understand. Shiva is above many
of these regular problems. But I can see Shiva in Baba’s eyes, when I
look closely. There is a connection there. Through the guru I can
reach Shiva, too.54
She pointed to Shirdi Sai Baba’s message of tolerance and love as
another reason for her devotion:
Sai Baba taught tolerance, so he is very good that way, too. His message
is needed now. We have lost that tolerance. You know about the blasts
here? He grew up a Muslim, but he studied Hinduism, too, and he
taught both. He reaches out to Hindus and Muslims; he teaches them
tolerance of one another, service of one another, love of one another.55
Our conversation took place in early August 2008 as we visited a
Shirdi Sai Baba temple in Bangalore, just a couple of weeks after the
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25 July serial bombing of the city. No one claimed responsibility for the
seven bombs, but India’s home ministry suspected an Islamic terrorist
group. In this atmosphere of heightened fear and communal suspi-
cion, this message of loving service and unity took on a renewed
urgency for many devotees.
C. B. Satpathy, mentioned above as the founder of the Shri Shirdi Sai
Heritage Foundation Trust, stated during my conversation with him at a
temple built by his organization in 2002 in Gurgaon, Haryana, that he
first felt an overwhelming emotional connection to Sai Baba while on pil-
grimage in Shirdi. He wanted to make this experience available to as
many people as possible, and therefore designed the Gurgaon temple
as a replica of Shirdi for residents of Gurgaon. The main building is a
replica of Dwarkamai, the mosque in Shirdi where Sai Baba lived. Next
to the mosque is a Hanuman (Maruti) temple, a replica of the temple
dedicated to the Hindu monkey-god in Shirdi where Sai Baba is reported
to have paused to honor Hanuman. Between these two buildings is a
replica of the Chavadi, the small village office in Shirdi. At the Gurgaon
temple the Chavadi is used to host eminent visitors, especially Satpathy
during his regular visits. While I sat with him in the Chavadi, Satpathy
explained that the very architecture of the temple reflected Shirdi Sai
Baba’s “spiritual message of love of all.” On my request, he elaborated:
Religion divides, but spirituality is universal. This is why Baba doesn’t
care what your religion is—he doesn’t care if you are Hindu or
Muslim, Sikh or Christian. He cares what is in your heart. Many Hindus
come to Sai Baba, but anyone can come to this temple. You have
already met Hindu and Sikh people here today. Muslims and Chris-
tians also come. This is because this temple is not about Hinduism,
not about any religion. It is about spirituality. It is about love of God
and service to humans—not even service just to humans, love and
service to the world. Baba’s message is love. Love of God, love of self,
love of neighbor. In this time, we need this message. There are many
difficulties here today because of religion. Not just here, in the whole
world, in the U.S., too. But spirituality is above all of this, beyond all
of this.56
Throughout my field research in urban India, devotees repeatedly
cited this message of loving service and unity as one of the most impor-
tant reasons they were drawn to Shirdi Sai Baba, highlighting it as
a way of combating religious violence in India and even around the
world.
Another devotee, who in 2001 founded a non-profit organization
that provides free health services to the poor and needy in New Delhi
and Gurgaon, spoke to me about Shirdi Sai Baba in late September,
less than two weeks after the 13 September 2008 serial bombings in
New Delhi.
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Sai Baba’s basic teaching is shraddha and saburi—faith and tolerance . . ..
Have faith in Sai Baba, and develop tolerance for everyone. This means,
tolerance means good works. Because of the sadguru, we are tolerant
and we do good works. Even in spite of all of these disturbances, these
bombs, we are tolerant. Maybe we shouldn’t be so tolerant, but we are.57
This interview took place in English, and it is significant that this
devotee, like many others in this movement, translated the word saburi
as “tolerance,” instead of more literally as “patience.”Her final sentence
suggests the difficulty entailed in practicing what Shirdi Sai Baba
preached. In a world fractured by communal bloodshed it is not easy
to unite with love for all. But as these statements demonstrate, Sai Baba’s
message, as many of his devotees understand it, is not just that one
should cultivate faith and patience or tolerance as an inner spiritual
discipline, but that one has a duty to express love of all in the form of
virtuous works (seva), in the effort to unify one’s neighborhood, state
and nation. This is the message proclaimed in the “Be United, Be Virtu-
ous” poster above [Figure 1], in which the viewer encounters not an
angry and exercised Hindu deity urging all Hindus to fight for a Hindu
nation, but a decidedly un-muscular and calm Shirdi Sai Baba calling all
Indians to join him peacefully in his composite vision of India. This
message is now being spread throughout India and abroad through a
range of new media, including comic books, magazines, television
shows, films and the Internet.58
CONCLUSION: BE UNITED, BE VIRTUOUS
Antonio Rigopoulos and Marianne Warren, the two scholars who
have studied in detail the life of Shirdi Sai Baba, have lamented the
increasing “Hinduization” of this syncretic figure since the latter years
of his life, as can be seen in Hindu rituals commonly used to worship
him, Hindu architectural elements used in new construction at Shirdi
and other Sai Baba temple sites, Hindu symbols used in pictures of
him, and Hindu terminology used to describe him. Warren writes:
In the eighty or so years since the death of Sai Baba, he has been slowly
transformed from that of an obscure ascetic Muslim faqir into that of a
popular Hindu saint worshipped with full traditional pomp, grandeur,
rituals, abhisekam, garlands, puja and arati, in a manner usually reserved
for Hindu deities. In fact many regard Sai Baba as the very incarnation
of Divinity, and popular poster paintings of Sai Baba reflect this.59
The vast majority of Shirdi Sai Baba’s devotees do come from Hindu
backgrounds, and frequently do interpret his life and teachings through
a Hindu lens and express their devotion through Hindu ritual behavior.
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However, a great many of these same devotees do not describe the
Shirdi Sai Baba movement as Hindu. Indeed, they are drawn to Shirdi
Sai Baba precisely because of his composite life and teachings, which
they view as a powerful spiritual counterpoint to Hindu nationalism
and other forms of religious fundamentalism.
Describing Hinduism in practice in urban India, Nancy Falk writes
that there is a “massive Hindu revival in today’s India.” She classifies
this revival into two broad categories: the “cluster of movements pro-
moting Hindu nationalist sentiments,” and the “spate of new ‘spiritual’
movements” emphasizing self-transformation, service to others and the
need to work for the good of all.60 Scholars of modern Hindu move-
ments and visual culture have paid serious attention to the former cate-
gory, but the latter has received far less attention.
This article is one attempt to redress this imbalance through a
study of the Shirdi Sai Baba devotional movement. Faith, tolerance,
patience, love, service, unity and virtue are recurring themes in the
movement’s texts, images, and statements of devotees. Its rapid growth
throughout India and beyond over the past several decades testifies to
the appeal of these themes to Hindus, as well as Muslims, Sikhs, Chris-
tians and others who join it. For these individuals, Shirdi Sai Baba is an
accessible and all-pervasive presence, who provides recourse against
religious sectarianism by guiding his followers actively toward a compo-
site vision of spiritual unity in diversity.
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